NBAA Delay Issues

Delays Are Part Of The System

- 50,000 Aircraft Daily
- Capacity versus Volume
- Weather Complicates Things
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Delays – Good vs Convenient

- MSP
  - Stop – Convenient for ATC
  - Short GDP – Good for Delta’s customers
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Compound Delays

• ILS-13 in New York
  – LGA & JFK
  – TEB & EWR
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Reality Radio

- Hotlines
  - Communication
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Single Authoritative Source

• CCFP & CAWS
  – LAMP, HRRR, SREF, etc.
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Staffing Issues

- EWR Satellite Desk
- Super High Sectors
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Ground vs. Reroute Delay

• Sitting and waiting
• Taking the Long Way Home
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Delay Issues

• Can We Fix It?
DEDICATED TO HELPING BUSINESS ACHIEVE ITS HIGHEST GOALS.